Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Microscopic image analysis is an important task in cytopathology for the detection of abnormal cells in order to establish a diagnosis. Actually, cells are evaluated by a technician during a screening stage. Yet, visual screening stage is a very difficult task and the low number of abnormal cells with regards to the great number of cells implies that the technician concentrates hard. In that case, there can be false-negative cases due to the subjective aspect of screening. To avoid this, one approach consists in helping the technician by developing a semiautomatic screening system to confirm the visual analysis. Such a system is deeply linked to the used segmentation scheme. For microscopic images containing cells, the major problem lies in the spatial and the colorimetric configuration of the nuclei and the cytoplasm. A particular segmentation scheme can perform well for several images but not for others. This is due to the fact that usually only one scheme is applied in order to obtain a segmentation result as close as possible to the ground truth.
From this remark, one intuitive way can be investigated: as one can acheive a good segmentation scheme for several images, one can use other schemes that are working well for others images. In that case, a benchmark of an exhaustive list of segmentation schemes is created. Then, confidence measures can be associated to each one of the schemes of the list. The main drawback of this approach is that one has to be able to modify the confidence measure with respect to the quality of the obtained results for each microscopic image to be segmented. This means that a classification process has been performed with respect to the kind of microscopic images. Finally, the best segmentation scheme is selected with respect to the initial microcopic image group. This solution is time consuming and is an heavy process.
Yet, another way can be investigated: one can select a particular segmentation scheme that performs well, in average. Microscopic images used in this paper have been stained by with a specific preparation, known as the international Papanicolaou coloration: nuclei are blue and cytoplasm are green. Thus, color information included in the image is important and has to be taken into account. From this, the selected segmentation scheme can be performed through different color spaces in order to obtain different segmented maps. From these maps, a fusion process can be achieved to obtain a final segmented image. This method has the advantage to exploit existing redundancies between the segmented maps to increase the quality of the final segmentation map. Thus, the following process is proposed: one particular segmentation scheme based on a pixel classification method is firstly used through different colorimetric transformations. Then, classified maps are fused to obtain a final classified image.
In this paper, the terms "segmentation" and "classification" are indiscriminately used to represent the map obtain after the classification step. Actually, a segmentation can be obtained from a classification map when the connected components of the map are labeled. Figure 1 shows the proposed segmentation scheme [1] . The first step is to classify pixels through five selected color spaces. Then, a posteriori probabilities are computed and can be interpreted as a confidence measure of the classification of a given pixel. The second step is to categorize pixels in 1) coherent pixels when all the classifiers select the same class, and 2) incoherent pixels when at least one classifier response differs from the others. Only incoherent pixels are processed through a fusion method to select their final class. The final segmentation map results from the union of the two pixel sets.
The paper is organized as follows: in section II, the trial color spaces are discussed. The used segmentation scheme based on a classification approach is provided in Section III. Section IV presents the process applied Fig. 1 . Synopsis of the proposed segmentation scheme in which p k represents the a posteriori probability computed within the k-th color space.
to pixels considered as incoherent ones. The obtained results are presented and discussed in section V. Section VI concludes.
II. ON THE CHOICE OF THE TRIAL COLOR SPACES
The first step of the proposed scheme concerns the colorimetric transformation of the initial coordinates system, i.e., the RGB space. The question to investigate such transformations is: does exist a color space in which the representation of the color data is the best to optimally perform the segmentation process ? Obviously, many researches have shown that no color space significantly outperforms the others [2] . Nevertheless, each color space has been designed to outperform (under its own hypothesis) the others. For example, the L * a * b * color space is suitable to help a car manufacturer to measure small color differences between two patterns of coachwork of car: are the color of two cars, theoritically identical,visually the same ?
From this remark, the segmentation process is performed through four different colorimetric transformations. The results of this segmentation step are then fused in order to obtain a final segmented image.
One common application of the RGB color model is the display of colors on a cathode ray tube, liquid crystal display or plasma display, such as a television or a computers monitor. Each pixel on the screen can be represented in the computer or interface hardware (for example, a graphics card) as values for red, green and blue. These values are converted into intensities which are then used for display.
By using an appropriate combination of red, green and blue intensities, many colors can be represented. Typical display adapters in 2007 use up to 24 bits per pixel (bpp) that represent 16 777 216 discrete combinations of hue and intensity. It is claimed that the human eye can distinguish as many as 10 million discrete hues (this number varies from person to person depending upon the condition of the eye and the age of the person). However, at the resolution of current screens and at a standard viewing distance people cannot distinguish more than a few hundred hues. Almost all computer monitors around the world use RGB.
The intention of the L * a * b * color space is to produce a color space that is more perceptually linear than other existing color spaces. Perceptually linear means that a change of the same amount in a color value should produce a change of about the same visual importance. When storing colors in limited precision values, this can improve the reproduction of tones. L * a * b * space is relative to the whitepoint of the XYZ data they were converted from. L * a * b * values do not define absolute colors unless the whitepoint is also specified. In practice, the whitepoint is assumed to follow a standard and not explicitly stated (i.e., all ICC L * a * b * values are relative to CIE standard illuminant D50).
Compared to RGB, it is often quicker to make efficient color corrections in L * a * b * . The fact that lightness is completely disregarded in the a * and b * channels make these much less sensitive to errors. Even though the number of possible numerical values for each pixel is smaller in L * a * b * than for RGB, it is possible to reference a much larger number of colors altogether in L * a * b * -not only colors that cannot be described with RGB, but also sometimes colors that do not appear at all in the real world. In some cases this access to imaginary colors is useful when one goes between several steps in image processing.
The L * a * b * coordinates system is the most complete color model used conventionally to describe all the colors visible to the human eye. It was developed for this specific purpose by the International Commission on Illumination (Commission Internationale d'Eclairage, hence its CIE initialism).
The YU V model defines a color space in terms of one luma and two chrominance components. YU V is used in the PAL system of colour encoding in analog video, which is part of television standards in much of the world. YU V models human perception of color more closely than the standard RGB model used in computer graphics hardware, but not as closely as the HSL color space.
The HSL color space (Hue, Saturation, Lightness/Luminance), is quite similar to the HSV space, also known as HSB (Hue, Saturation, Brightness), with "lightness" replacing "brightness". The difference is that the brightness of a pure color is equal to the brightness of white, while the lightness of a pure color is equal to the lightness of a medium gray. The HSL color space is often used by artists because it is often more natural to think about a color in terms of hue and saturation than in terms of additive or subtractive color components.
The Y C b C r color space is a family of opponent color spaces used in video systems. Y is the luma component and C b and C r respectively represent two color difference signals: blue minus Luma (B-Y) and red minus Luma (R-Y). These two components are also called chroma components. It is often confused with the YU V color space, and typically the terms Y C b C r and YU V are used interchangeably, leading to some confusion. In fact, in this article, the term YU V does not refer to Y C b C r .
As these color spaces have their own properties, it would be useful to exploit them altogether in a whole segmentation process in order to increase the quality of the results.
III. SEGMENTATION BY PIXEL CLASSIFICATION.
From all existing segmentation schemes, an SVMbased technique has been selected due to high classification rates obtained in a previous work [3] .
A. SVM Principle
SVMs were developed by VAPNIK ET AL. and are based on the structural risk minimization principle from statistical learning theory [4] . SVMs express predictions in terms of a linear combination of kernel functions centered on a subset of the training data, known as support vectors (SV).
Given the training data
n , y i ∈ {−1, +1}, SVM maps the input vector x into a high-dimensional feature space H through some non linear mapping functions φ : R n → H, and builds an optimal separating hyperplane in that space. The mapping operation φ(·) is performed by a kernel function K(·, ·) which defines an inner product in H. The separating hyperplane given by a SVM is:
The optimal hyperplane is characterized by the maximal distance to the closest training data (see Fig. 2 which presents a 2D illustration of the SVMs principle). The margin is inversely proportional to the norm of w. Thus computing this hyperplane is equivalent to minimize the following optimization problem:
where the constraint ∀
requires that all training examples are correctly classified up to some slack ξ and C is a parameter allowing trading-off between training errors and model complexity.
This optimization is a convex quadratic programming problem. Its whole dual [4] is to maximize the following optimization problem:
The optimal solution α * specifies the coefficients for the optimal hyperplane w * = m i=1 α * i y i φ (x i ) and defines the subset SV of all support vector (SV). An example x i of the training set is a SV if α * i ≥ 0 in the optimal solution. The support vectors subset gives the binary decision function h: where the threshold b * is computed via the unbounded support vectors [4] (i.e., 0 < α * i < C). An efficient algorithm SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) [5] and many refinements [6] , [7] were proposed to solve dual problem. SVM being binary classifiers, several binary SVM classifiers are induced for a multi-class problem. A final decision is taken from the outputs of all binary SVM [8] . Figure 3 shows the influence of the parameter σ for a Gaussian kernel function on the shape of the initial decision function. The greater σ, the better the initial decision function. 
B. Computation and use of the a posteriori probabilities
Since SVMs are binary classifiers, the resolution of a multi-class problem is achieved through a combination of binary problems [8] . In our case, three decision functions are created to perform the classification process in three classes {nucleus, background, cytoplasm} corresponding to their one versus all discrimination. Yet, SVMs do not directly provide a posteriori classification probabilities. Instead of estimating the class-conditional densities p(f |y), a parametric model is used to fit the posteriori p(y = 1|f ) where f represents the uncalibrated output value of SVMs. PLATT [10] has proposed a method to compute the a posteriori probabilities from the obtained SVM parameters. The suggested formulae is based on a parametric form of a sigmoïd as:
where the parameters B and C are fit using maximum likelihood estimation. These parameters are found by minimizing the negative log likelihood of the training data, which is a cross-entropy error function defined as:
where t i = (y i + 1)/2 represents the target probabilities from a new training set (f i , t i ), and p i = 1/(1 + exp (Ef i + F )). This sigmoid model is equivalent to assume the SVM outputs are proportional to the log odds of a positive example. A set of segmented images representing a ground truth (i.e., a reference image) is used as training base. Each of the three decision functions is trained on each of the five color spaces. In that case, five segmentation maps are generated where each pixel is associated to an a posteriori probability p k for each class. This probability can be interpreted as a belief measure associated to each class and each color space in conjunction. Each segmentation map (three for each color space) can be considered as an information source that can be imprecise and uncertain. The main idea consists in combining these different sources using the theory of evidence (also known as the Dempster-Shafer theory or the belief functions theory) [11] , [12] , that yields, on the one hand to combine information from many sources, and on the other hand to process uncertain information.
IV. INCOHERENT PIXEL PROCESSING.
In order to generate the final segmentation map, the intersection of the obtained maps within each one of the trial color spaces is achieved. Only incoherent pixels are processed using the theory of evidence.
A. Elements of theory of evidence.
Let Ω = {ω 1 , . . . , ω N } be the set of N possible final classes for an incoherent pixel, called the frame of discernment. In our study, N = 3 and Ω corresponds to the three final classes {ω b , ω c , ω s } respectively representing the background of the image, the cytoplasm and the nucleus. Instead of narrowing its measures to the set (as performed by the theory of probability constrained by its additivity axiom), the theory of evidence extends on the power set Ω, labeled as 2 Ω , the set of the 2 N subsets of Ω. Then, a mass function m is defined and represents the belief allowed to the different states of the system, at a given moment. This function is also known as the initial mass function m(·) defined from 2 Ω in [0, 1] and coroborating:
where m(A) quantizes the belief that the search class belongs to the subset A ⊆ Ω (and to none other subset of A). Subsets A such as m(A) > 0 are referred to as focal elements. A represents either a singleton ω j or a disjunction of hypothesis. In the case where the set of hypothesis is exhaustive and exclusive, the mass of the empty set is equal to 0. Two initial mass functions m 1 and m 2 representing respectively the information providing from two independent sources, can be combined according to Dempster's rule [11] :
K is known as the conflict factor and represents the discrepancy between the two sources. It corresponds to the mass of the empty set K = B∩C=∅ m 1 (B)m 2 (C) if the masses are not normalized. VOORBRAAK [13] has justified the Dempster's rule combination even if the normalization step is criticized. The more k ≈ 1 and the more the combination of the sources is a non sense. When k = 1, the fusion process is impossible since the sources are considered in complete opposition. Nevertheless, different solutions have been proposed to process this conflict. SMETS [14] assumes, as DEMPSTER, that the higher the conflict is, the worst the definition of the frame of discernment is. In that case, the value of k simply represents the mass assigned to one or several hypotheses that have not been taken into account. In this study, the normalization process, i.e. devided the mass by the conflict term, is used. In that case, the mass of the empty set is distributed among all the focal elements.
One notes that Dempster's combination, also known as orthogonal sum and written as m = m 1 ⊕ m 2 , is commutative and associative.
After performing the combination, the decision associated to the most "probable" element Ω has to be quantified. Among the existing rules of decision, the most commonly used is the maximum of the pignistic probability. This decision rule, introduced by Smets [15] uses the pignistic transformation that allows to distribute the mass associated to a subset of Ω over each one of its elements:
|A| is the cardinal of A. The decision is executed from the elements of Ω the highest value of which is:
B. Are the images adapted for the use of the theory of evidence ?
In this subsection, one justifies that the theory of evidence is well adapted to segment microscopic color images. The following remarks can be formulated:
• The images are obtained using the same segmentation technique based on a pixel classification process through different colorimetric transformation. The same regions are observed many times and thus their associated information are redundant, • Each segmented image yield us to highlight relevant regions that can differ from one image to another one due to its color representation, • The images are obtained from an acquisition chain composed by an Olympus BX 50 microscope with a Mrzhuser motorized autofocus scanning and a 3CCD JVC KY-F75 camera connected to a computer by IEEE 1394. Before attempting to acquire images, the system needs to be allowed sufficient time to warm up. To determine this thermal equilibrium, a flat field image of a slide has been acquired every 5 minutes during three hours. By computing the difference image between two successive flat field images and taking the mean gray value of the whole difference image, we can plot the time course of color values after the system has been switched on. The data indicates that the thermal stabilization of the system has been located after 90 minutes (only 0.1 mean gray level of difference). The 90 min warming-up period was therefore used in our experiments. The lighting level of the microscope can be modified by the user, but we have fixed it to a constant electric tension which correspond to the D65 illuminant. Once the lighting level has been fixed, the user can adjust the microscope condenser aperture which levels the amount of light passing through the optical lens. A fixed value being more suitable for reproductibility, the aperture has been fixed to 0.25. Therefore, acquiring an image is always performed under constant optical conditions ensuring reproducibility of the further segmentation results. Due to this acquisition step, the obtained images are noisy, i.e., imprecise and uncertain.
Those several constatations let us assume that the frame of the theory of evidence can help us in the refinment of the microscopic color images segmentation process.
C. Mass function design
One of the main drawbacks of the theory of evidence is the design of mass functions: the quality of the fusion process depends on the quality of the mass function. Among all existing modelisations, two models have been compared : 1) the one proposed by DENOEUX [16] has been retained in our study on account of its integration of both the distance to the neighboors and different criteria of neighborhood (e.g., mean luminance, emergence,...) in its definition and 2) the one introduced by APPRIOU [17] based on a likelihood function.
1) DENOEUX's model:
The mass m({ω j }) is defined as a decreasing function of the distance d between the pixel to classify and the barycenter of the class:
where 0 < α < 1 is a constant computed from the obtained a posteriori probabilities provided by the SVMs output for the class ω l within the trial color spaces. In that case, α = p k (ω l ). γ l depends on the class ω l and is computed by minimization of an error criterion using the EM algorithm.
2) APPRIOU's model:
This model is based on likelihood functions L(ω l |X) satisfying three axioms [18] : 1) the consistency with the Bayesian approach, 2) the separability of the evaluation of the hypotheses H n and 3) the consistency with the probabilistic association of sources S j .
The a priori probability function f (X|ω l ) is supposed to be known. The conditional likelihood associated to a pattern x could be defined by L(ω l |X) = f (X|ω l ). In this article, each class is assumed to be modeled by a Gaussian distribution. In that way, the conditional density function is (11) where µ l represents the mean vector and −1 l the inverse covariance matrix associated to the hypothesis ω l .
According to [18] , one model is the most consistent with the Generalized Bayes Theorem introduced by SMETS. Each information sources S j is associated to N elementary mass function defined by :
where R j is a normalization factor defined by
and α j is a reliability factor depending on he hypothesis ω l and on the source S j . If the confidence during the training phase is high, α j = 1. Otherwise α j = 0.9 [19] . A mass m is finally obtained from the orthogonal sum of the bbas m l j:
The p likelihood functions L(ω l |x p ) are estimated by means of the EM algorithm while preserving a same frame of discernment for each information source.
3) design of the mass function: For both the models, the five initial mass functions (m k ) k∈ [1,...,5] are generated after computing the q candidate regions to the fusion process and before the decision induced by the majority vote. Thus, considering one segmentation map, one pixel associated to one class from {ω b , ω c , ω s } can be associated to a subset of classes corresponding at most to Ω. In order to generate such a subset, the affectation constraint has to be loosened. One way to perform that is to generate an interval computed from the maximum value of the a posteriori probabilities to generate the subset A such as:
where k ∈ {1, . . . , 5} and δ k is an ad-hoc constant depending on the perceptual sensitivity of each one of the five trial color spaces. All the classes for which their probabilities are included within this new interval are considered as candidates for classification during the fusion process. The five mass functions yield to take into account the associated uncertainty to each one of the segmentation maps. Thus, close classes are brought together in the same focal element, and the final decision is taken only after combining the obtained results from other projections.
Concerning the DENOEUX's model, two distance formulas have been investigated: 1) the Euclidean and 2) the Mahalanobis given by d = (x − µ l ) T −1 l (x − µ l ). When using the Euclidean distance, the formulae given in 1994 by the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) within the RGB color space has been used. Even if the computation of the distance between colors has to be performed within a perceptual color space different from the RGB coordinates system, the initial formulae is defined for short distance, and has not been validated for long distance. Nevertheless, this formulae has the avantage to be defined by the CIE and, in that way, guarantees the best perceptual color difference.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Segmentation Quality Measure
When a ground truth image is available, quality measures usually integrate at least a factor to take into account the region size and another one to compute the recovery rate between the regions R i of the segmented image I and the regions V j of the groundtruth image J . Among all the proposed quality metrics, the one developed by MARTIN [20] has been used because this metric is insensitive to the granularity variation levels induced by the manual segmentation produced by different experts. Indeed, even if two human observers have the same perceptual organization of an image, they may choose to segment it at different levels (e.g., a bird can be segmented as only one object or as a set of many sub-objects containing the beak and the rest of the body, and so on.). This measure is based on the computed error E(s) on each pixel as:
(15) The disimilarity measure is provided by the local consistency error as the segmentation quality measure:
where h and w respectively denotes the image height and width. The lower the LCE value, the better the segmentation quality is. In addition, a recognition rate (RR) is used to measure the performance of the proposed scheme. This measure allows to know how many pixels have been classified as the expert does.
B. Results
The proposed technique has been applied to an image database containing 50 microscopic cell images. Figure  4 presents a panel of four selected images from the database. One observes that the background of the images varies from quite homogeneous (Fig. 4(d) ) to highly textured (Fig.4(b) ). The number of pixels corresponding to the background, the cytoplasm and the nuclei is not balanced across images: 89% of pixels are located to cytoplasm, 7% concerns the cytoplasm and only 4% of pixels represents nuclei. Figure 5 shows the difference maps obtained between the classified map and the ground truth one (Fig. 5(b) ) from the five trial color spaces (Fig. 5(c) to Fig. 5(g) ) and the map of incoherent pixels (Fig. 5(h) ) obtained after the intersection of the segmentation maps through colorimetric transformations and before processing the pixels labelled to as incoherent. For Fig. 5(c) to Fig. 5(g) , the white pixels correspond to an incorrect classification while the black ones correspond to a correct classification with respect to the ground truth. In Fig. 5(h) , incoherent pixels are black ones.
One can observe from Figure 5 (h) that major disagreements are very close to cytoplasm and nuclei boundaries. Furthermore, one can observe that concerning the pixels that have been misclassified (white pixels within Fig 5(c) to Fig. 5(g) ), the error is the same in each case. In that case, the classification is incorrect but not incoherent since all the five classifiers have selected the same but wrong class. Table I presents 1) the mean (in percentage) of correctly and incorrectly classified pixels and 2) the mean (in percentage) of incoherent pixels for each one of the trial color spaces and all the images of the ground truth database. For example, one can observe that, for L * a * b * , only a limited percentage of pixels have been incoherently classified (about 3.38%). The segmentation quality gain can only be obtained from these pixels. Actually, even if 86.52% pixels have been correctly classified, 9.1% remain incorrectly classified. This misclassification cannot be Fig. 5(g) , the white pixels correspond to an incorrect classification while the black ones correspond to a correct classification with respect to the ground truth. In Fig. 5(h Table II shows the mean of the obtained correct classification rates from the database from 1) SVMs, the proposed combination method based on the Denoeux's model using 2) the Euclidean distance (d 1 ) and 3) the Mahalanobis distance (d 2 ), and the combination scheme based on the APPRIOU's model. SVMs have been trained on a training database where the 20 images are different from those contained within the test database. From the obtained results, one can state that the combination process used in the proposed segmentation scheme outperforms the SVM-based segmentation scheme. Actually, the incoherence is mainly due to a disagreement obtained for the classification of pixels located in cytoplasm or nuclei. That means that for images containing a great number of pixels labeled to as "background", the classification rate is initially high. In that case of images, the expected quality gain will not be significant since only a few number of pixels located around cytoplasm and nuclei boundaries will be labeled to as "incoherent" pixels. In other words, only a few number of pixels will be processed applying the proposed method. The quality gain depends on the number or processed pixels: the higher the number of processed pixels, the higher the quality gain.
Considering the three proposed combination schemes, the one based on the DENOEUX's model implementing the Mahalanobis distance provides the best recognition rate (92.45%). Comparing to the theoritically best score obtained from the "best color space" (91.2% for Y C b C r ), one shows that evidence theory is very promising to segment microscopic color images very carefully. Actually, the obtained recognition rates is greater that the results obtained from only one color space (even if it is the "best").
Since the quality gain essentially concerns the classification of pixels around cytoplasm and nuclei boundaries, the segmentation quality for cytoplasm and thus for nucleus too, increases, and consequently the global segmentation quality.
In addition, using the distance d 2 , the mean recognition rate as well as the mean segmentation quality increase according to the use of the distance d 1 . This is mainly due to the fact that the distance d 2 takes into account the dispersion of the two compared spatio-colorimetric clouds.
VI. CONCLUSION
A tool for diagnosis assistance by automatic segmentation of microscopic cellular images is proposed. The used segmentation scheme is based on a pixel classification technique developped by VAPNIK known to be the SVMs. This choice is justified by two criteria: 1) a high classification rate and 2) a fast pixel classification process. The main idea of the method is to process the pixels for which at least one disagreement of classification is observed. This allows us to introduce uncertainty on the initial SVM-based segmentation processes. In order to construct different segmentation maps, the SVMs are applied through five different colorimetric transformations. This allows us to take into account the characteristics of each color space. From those five segmentation maps, an a posteriori probability is computed which is considered as a belief function associated to each class. Then, an intersection map is generated to detect pixels for which at least one disagreement of classification is observed. Only incoherent pixels are processed under the theory of evidence constraint to determine their final class. Depending on the used distance measure, the final results show that the proposed method outperforms the SVMbased segmentation technique. Results shows that when using a distance that takes into account the neigborhood, the correct classification rate increases.
